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KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA SANGATHAN HYDERABAD REGION 

ENGLISH MODEL QUESTIONS FOR PRIMARY 

CLASS V                                                                                             

Read the passage carefully and answer the questions:                     5 Marks  

 

 

Fruits and vegetables contain fibre which is needed for good intestinal health Apples, blackberries, pears, and 

raspberries are fruits especially high in fibre. Lentils, lima beans, pinto beans, and spinach are high-fibre vegetables. 

Some fruits and vegetables, which have lower but still good amounts of fibre, are bananas, blueberries, broccoli, 

green beans and sweet potatoes. Fruits and vegetables are low in calories. A healthy plate should have one-half 

filled with fruits and vegetables. High-calorie foods cause weight gain. Eating fruits and vegetables may prevent 

certain diseases, such as high blood pressure, heart disease and some types of cancer. Fruits and vegetables contain 

many important vitamins and minerals. Calcium is necessary for good bones and teeth. Vitamin C keeps gums 

healthy and can heal wounds. Vitamin A keeps eyes and skin healthy and can help prevent infection. Fruits and 

vegetables are a quick snack and more natural and good for you than potato chips and candy. They have fewer 

calories and fat too. 

Answer the following 

5) Which of the following helps keep bones and teeth in good shape? 

A: Vitamin AB: Vitamin C 

C: CalciumD: Both b and c 

2) Which of the following is especially high in fibre? 

A: ApplesB: Bananas 

C: BlueberriesD: Sweet potatoes 
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3) Which of the following will Vitamin A help with? 

A: EyesB: Gums 

C: TeethD: Blood pressure 

4) Which of the following is not a true statement? 

A: Fruits and vegetables come in many different colours. 

B: Fruits and vegetables are high in fibre. 

C: Fibre is necessary for good intestinal health. 

D: Eating fruits and vegetables cannot prevent disease. 

5) Which of the following is a true statement? 

A: Fruits and vegetables are low in calorie. 

B: A plate should have about one-quarter of its surface filled with fruits and vegetables at a meal. 

C: Apples do not have a high amount of fibre. 

D: Both a and b 

 

II)                                                          HEALTHY HAIR 

 

Read the passage and answer the questions:                             5 marks 

We must take proper care of our hair. Healthy hair looks beautiful and makes us feel good. It is important to keep 
our hair clean by washing it regularly with soap or shampoo. This removes the dirt and dust and prevents scalp 
infections. To have healthy hair, we must eat a balanced diet which provides nourishment to our skin. We should eat 
lots of green leafy vegetables, fresh fruits and cereals. Consumption of amla juice, ashgourd juice, pumpkin and 
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coconut water enhances hair growth. Vitamin B12 helps to prevent hair loss and can be found in fish, eggs, chicken 
and milk. We should avoid the intake of maida (fine flour) and deep-fried dishes, sweets made of white sugar, soft 
drinks, tea and coffee. If we follow a healthy regime of yoga and breathing exercises, we can enjoy healthy hair for 
a long time as it slows down the process of graying and ageing. 

Answer the following questions. 

1. It is important to keep our hair clean because ……………………….. 

2. A balanced diet provides …………………. 

3. Find words from the passage which means 

a) food to make a person healthy 
b) improves 

4. What role does shampoo play in hair hygiene? 

5. What substances help in enhancing hair growth? 

III) Read the passage and answer the questions.                 10X1=10 Marks 

There lived two close friends Ram and Shyam in a village. One day they went into a forest. Suddenly, they 
noticed that they had lost their way. They were afraid of wild animals. So, they promised to one another that they 
would never leave each other in times of danger. 

 All of a sudden, they saw a bear coming towards them. As Ram knew how to climb a tree, he climbed the 
tree and left his friend alone. Poor Shyamfell flat on the ground like a dead person. The bear smelt the body of the 
lying friend and thought him to be a dead body. So, it did not touch him and went away gently. 

 Ram asked Shyam eagerly, “Dear friend, what did the bear whisper into your ear?” Shyam said, “It advised 
me not to trust a friend who leaves his friend at the time of danger.” 

Answer the following questions: 

1Q: Write the names of two close friends in the story. 

 A: ______________________________________________________________________________ 

2Q: Where did they go one day? 

   A: ______________________________________________________________________________ 

3Q: Fill in the blank. 

       They were afraid of  _____________ animals. 

4Q: Who knew how to climb a tree? 

    A: _________________________________________________________________________________ 
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5Q:  Which animal did they see all of a sudden ? 

  A:___________________________________________________________________________________ 

6Q: Fill in the blank. 

Shyamfell  flat  on the ground like a  ______________ person. 

7Q: Write True or False.The bear killed  Shyam.   (  ) 

8Q: Write the plural form of       friend _ _______________ 

 9Q:  Write the opposite word of      safe X ______________________ 

10Q: What is the moral of the story? Tick the correct answer. 

a) A friend in need is a friend in deed. 
b) Leave your friend in times of danger. 

IV) Read the passage given and answer the questions:                               3X1= 3 Marks 

 

Once there lived a carpenter named Kasi. He had a five year old son. His son‟s name was Vasu. Kasi‟s father, 
Ramu was too old and he also stayed with them. Kasi began to think that his father was of no use to him because 
he was too old to do any work. One day Kasi gave food in a mud plate to his father. Next day Kasi‟s son Vasu 
was making a mud plate. Then Kasi asked his son “What are you doing my son?”.Vasu replied “Father, I am 
making a mud plate for you, when you become old I‟ll give you food in this plate”. Then Kasi realised his mistake 
and apologized to his father for his mistake. 

1. Who was a carpenter? 

A) Vasu B)  Kasi C) Ramu D) Son ( ) 

2. The suitable word for saying sorry is 

A) Stayed B)  Because C) Apologized D) Replied ( ) 

3. Who was given food in a mud plate? 

A) Son B) Old father C) To himself D) Old son ( ) 

 

V). Choose the correct option and write in the bracket:                      12X1 =12 Marks 

1. The correct synonym (same meaning) for ‘afraid ’ 

A) Frightened B) Joyful C) Sorrow D) Cry  ) 

2. The pair of Rhyming words for “log” 

A)  Log _ dig B)  Log _ bag C) Log_ frog D) Log _wig  ) 

3. „‟MY ELDER BROTHER” was a story written by: 
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 A) Rabindranath Tagore B) Tenali Rama C) Gandhiji D) Prem chand  ( ) 

4. The children cluster round the ice cream cart as ________________    

 A) Ants B) Spiders C) Grass hoppers D) Honey bees ( ) 

5. I have lived in this house _________ I was a baby.     

 A) For B) Since C) Because D) Then ( ) 

6. My mother was cooking dinner when the lights ________ out.    

 A) Went B) Was going C) Gone D) Then ( ) 
 

7. The aeroplane is ______________ of all means of transport.     

A) Faster than    B) The fastest   C) More faster than D) As fast as ( ) 

8 .Pick the odd word out:              

A) Honour      B) Honest   C) Hotel  D) Hour ( ) 

9. Rip van winkle returned to his village after:         

A) Twenty years    B) Ten years   C) Thirty years D) Forty years ( ) 

10. The plural form of “Goose” is:            

A) Gooses      B) Geese   C) Gease  D) Goes ( ) 

11. The irregular action word for “meet” is         

A) Meat      B) Meeted   C) Meeting  D) Met ( ) 

12 .The train was going with minimum speed         

              

The opposite of the underlined word is:         

A. Maximum      B. Lowest  C. Highest  D. Slightest ( ) 

  

VI) Fill in the blank.                                   5 X 1=5 Marks 

1) I like reading stories _______________ (who/which) have pictures in it. 

2) The cat is jumping __________ the wall. (over/of) 

3) Write  the past  tense verb:  

Our school ________( win ) the trophy in the last year’s BalDiwas Competitions. 

4)Fill in the blank with adverb. 



 

a) I ___________( never /always ) go late to school. 

b) I am always in time. I ___________ walk to school because my school is very nearby.( always  / never )

 

VII ) VOCABULARY  10x1=10M 

1.Opposite of               foolish X_____________

2.  Add     -  ness to the word.       happy + ness  = ______________

3.  Write the opposite word. 

 It is _______________ to cross the road during peak traffic hours. (possible)

4.Choose  the  correct  rhyming word. 

 Shirk       work   __________   (    pain / jerk  )

 

5.  Name any one ice-cream flavour  - ______________

6. Famous dish of Kerala which is made out of vegetable scraps= ___________

7.Write the word with the same meaning afraid = _____________         (frightened/ angry)

8.   A person who cannot see is called = __________ (deaf/blind)

9. Opposite of     mother-in-law x ________

10. Add   - lytothe word  lazy = ____________ 

I. Observe the given picture and answer the following questions
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a) I ___________( never /always ) go late to school.  

in time. I ___________ walk to school because my school is very nearby.( always  / never )

1.Opposite of               foolish X_____________ 

ness to the word.       happy + ness  = ______________ 

It is _______________ to cross the road during peak traffic hours. (possible) 

__________   (    pain / jerk  ) 

______________ 

Kerala which is made out of vegetable scraps= ___________ 

7.Write the word with the same meaning afraid = _____________         (frightened/ angry)

8.   A person who cannot see is called = __________ (deaf/blind) 

law x _________________ 

lytothe word  lazy = ____________  

I. Observe the given picture and answer the following questions. 

in time. I ___________ walk to school because my school is very nearby.( always  / never ) 

7.Write the word with the same meaning afraid = _____________         (frightened/ angry) 
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1. If the stage is in the North direction , then which class is in the the South direction ?(      ) 
a) IIIA      b) VII B      c) VIII C      d) XA 

2. If  Sun rises near XI B , then it sets near ?         (       ) 
a) Principal’s office    b) V C       c) store room    d) X B 

3. Which class is near to Chemistry lab ?         (       ) 
a) XII B     b) III A     c) XI B      d) VII C 

4. How many total Girls’ toilet are there in the Vidyalaya        (       ) 
a) 2     b)  3      c) 4     d) 5  

5. How many stairways are there in the Vidyalaya?        (       ) 
a) 3     b)  6      c) 4     d) 5     

II. Read the following passages carefully and use correct options to answer the  
      questions that follow. Put a or b or c or d in the bracket 
 
It is true that schools focus their attention on studying. School uniforms serve a number of important functions in 
schools. However, given the fact that they are an additional cost to students' families, care should be taken that the 
purchase and upkeep of uniforms is not an undue burden to less fortunate students. Some say that uniforms make 
the school boring due to lack of variety. However, this is not a good argument. When there is too much variety, it 
can lead to distraction. Not only will students be spending too much time decking themselves out for school every 
day but they will also be distracted by what their friends wear. This will take their attention away from what is 
important, that is, their studies. Having school uniforms would be beneficial to students' performance in school, as 
it would enable them to better their innate skills. 

1) Which of the following is a suitable title for the passage?                (                 ) 
A) School 
B) School Uniforms 
C) Advantages of School Uniforms 
D) Disadvantages of School Uniforms 
2) What, according to the passage, is the main function of schools?   (                 ) 
A) To see that all wear school uniforms 
B) To see that all pass exams 
C) To see that all study languages 
D) To see that all concentrate on studies 
3) Which word is a synonym to the word "distraction" as used in the passage? (            ) 
 
A) Inattention 
B) Progression 
C) Concentration 
D) Disorganization 
4) According to the passage, what will take the students' attention away from their studies?   
                (            ) 
A) Having similar clothing 
B) Not having similar attire 
C) Distraction through games 
D) Lack of interest in studies 
5) Which of the following is a genuine reason that goes against schools having uniforms? (      ) 



 

A) All students want uniforms. 
B) All parents want their child to study. 
C) Not all parents can afford uniforms. 
D) Not all students have the time for decking themselves out for school every day.
 

III.   GIVEN BELOW IS A STORY MAP:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

NOW ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS RELATED TO THE PICTURE:

 

1)The boat / boats which we see in the picture is / are called as:

a) Yatch                b) Ship              c) Steamer        d)Ferry

2)Which building is the nearest to police station ?

a) Light house        b) Departmental store   c) Fire station     d)Hotel

3)What do you mean by hillocks ? 

a)Mountains         b) Small hills             c) Lock to hills         d)Valleys

4)Which building is to the right of hotel ? 

a)Light house         b) Police station        c)Fire station          d)Dept  store
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decking themselves out for school every day. 

III.   GIVEN BELOW IS A STORY MAP: 

NOW ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS RELATED TO THE PICTURE:

1)The boat / boats which we see in the picture is / are called as:  [ ] 

Ship              c) Steamer        d)Ferry 

2)Which building is the nearest to police station ?    [ ] 

a) Light house        b) Departmental store   c) Fire station     d)Hotel 

     [ ] 

c) Lock to hills         d)Valleys 

     [ ] 

a)Light house         b) Police station        c)Fire station          d)Dept  store 

NOW ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS RELATED TO THE PICTURE: 
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5)Which building is  adjacent to fire station ?     [ ] 

a)Light house         b)Police station          c)Fire station          d) Dept. store 

 

IV. THE BELOW PICTURE IS SHOWING A CONVERSATION BETWEEN  

        TWO SISTERS IN A KITCHEN  

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS RELATED TO THE PICTURE :                           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1)The word which we use  when we meet known people  is :                     [      ] 

a) bye    b) hai     c)hello   d) none 

2) People those who eat only veggies are called vegetarians. The word which is used now in its place is :  

      [ ] 

a)Vegans             b) Non vegans             c) Only (a0             d)both (a) and (b) 

3)Pick the odd one out :       [ ] 

a)kitchen           b) Utensils           c) Spoons                d)Car 

4)As kitchen is related to house , class room is related to :   [ ] 

a) house             b) hospital          c) school                  d)fire station 

5)How is your sister related  to your grandmother ?    [        ] 

a)Daughter         b)Son                  c)Grand daughter    c)Sister-in-law 
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V.READ THE FOLLOWING NOTICE : 

WANTED CRICKET PLAYERS 

21st November , 2019. 

The school plans to form a junior cricket team. Boys from class V to VII who are interested and 
physically fit should report for trails. 

On                        :          25th November , 2019 

Time                     :          4 p.m. 

Place                     :          Cricket ground 

                                                                                                    Sports officer 

                                                                                                 

 

NOW ANSWER THE FOLLOWING  QUESTIONS :                     ( 5 M ) 

1)How many players are there in a cricket team ?         [        ] 

a) eight                  b) nine                c) ten             d) eleven 

2) Which of the below will have same number of players as  cricket?            [        ] 

a) foot ball             b) volley ball      c) base ball    d) all 

3)Who will play cricket ?                                                                                      [        ] 

a) only boys           b) only girls         c) only school children   d) a, band c 

4)In the above notice boys of which classes were asked to report ?                 [        ] 

a)class V           b) class VI                 c) class VII              d) classes V, VI and VII 

5)What do we need to play cricket ?               [         ] 

a) ground         b) physical fitness     c) mental fitness     c) interest  

 

VI.READ AND OBSERVE THE GIVEN PICTURE 
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NOW ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS :       

1)The given picture is a _______.       [         ] 

a) An electricity bill   b) Abus ticket        c) Aflight ticket           d) Atrain ticket 

2) What is the ticket number ?                 [         ] 

a) 706WBHJ204     b) 24371148 c) Both  d) None 

3) What is the cost of the ticket given ?      [ ] 

a) Rs 1148      b) Rs  24371148        c) Rs 40              d) not given 

4) The journey is between which two places ?     [ ] 

a)  Muri   to  Ranchi                          b) Ranchi  to Muri 

c) South to East         c) East to south 

5) What are the units  for distance  given in the ticket ?           [        ] 

a) Meters              b) Centimeters     c) Kilometers           d) Square kilometers 

VII.  Look at the picture above and answer the following questions:  
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1)  What is the minimum  price to book an advertisement ? 

a) 1550                      b) 1500                     c)   1505                   d)  15000  

2)  How can you open the happiness ? 

a) By opening the t.v                                   b) By opening the colddrink  

c) By opening the coke                               d) None of the above 

3) What is the promo about ? 

a) for booking a t.v show                           b) to book an add on t.v  

c) to see news                                             d) all of the above  

4) For how many days in a week  J.K  news channel  programme are available on t.v ? 

a) 6 days                    b)  7 days                      c) 3  days                      d) 5 days 

5) What are the news channels shown in the picture ? 

a)  AAJ TAK            b) ZEE  NEWS            c) NDTV                       d) A AND B BOTH 

VIII.GIVEN  BELOW IS A POSTER. OBSERVE IT  CAREFULLY. 
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NOW ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS :     

 

1)What is the physical activity given in the poster ?                   [        ] 

a) running            b) sleeping            c) cycling                 d) driving 

2)How many vehicles are given in the poster ?     [ ] 

a)   1                        b)  2                        c)  3                             d)  4 

3) What is the pollution caused by  vehicles ?     [ ] 

a) Air pollution      b) Sound pollution   c) Both                 d) None 

4) Pick the odd one out:        [ ] 

a) Driver                 b)Conductor              c) Pilot                d) Loco pilot 

5)Find the correct spelling :        [ ] 

a)   feul   b)  feeul                       c)fuel                    d)  fuuel 

 
IX.   Read the paragraph. Then answer the questions. 

Big on Breakfast  

Do you eat breakfast every day? Researchers have found that people who eat a balanced breakfast are likely 
to be healthier than those who don’t. One reason is that most people eat whole grains at breakfast, and these 
promote good health. Breakfast eaters also tend to have fewer weight problems than those who skip the 
meal. People who don’t eat breakfast usually eat too much later in the day. Often, these foods are not healthy 
and cause weight gain and other problems. So, be sure to eat breakfast. It is definitely the most important 
meal of the day. 

1. The main idea of this paragraph is                                                                 (                 ) 

 (A)  breakfast is the most important meal. 

 (B)  breakfast is a delicious meal. 

 (C)  skipping breakfast makes you hungry. 

 (D)  breakfast eaters have fewer weight problems. 

2.  A supporting detail is                                          (                 ) 
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 (A)  people eat too much at lunch. 

 (B)  only healthy people eat breakfast. 

 (C)  no one has time to eat breakfast. 

 (D)  whole grains at breakfast promote health. 

3.  Which word reflects the writer’s point of view about the value of breakfast? (                 ) 

 (A)  unsure                     (B)   entertained                  (C)  convinced  

4.Someone skip meal and eat only breakfast. Your suggestion is                        (                  ) 

(A) Yes,it's good for health 

(B) Yes, it reduces weight  loss and hence I suggest skip meal 

(©) I suggest eat meal like a queen as meal is also important  

(D)  Mid day meal is always dangerous. 

5. Some doctors advise like this. Which one do you agree?                                  (                  ) 

(A) Eat breakfast and dinner like a beggar 

(B) Eat breakfast like a king and lunch like a queen 

( C) Eat  no dinner like  & breakfast like a king 

(D)  Eat as you wish 

X.Read the following passage and answer the following questions. 
 

There are four major domains of the Earth- Lithosphere, Atmosphere, Hydrosphere and Biosphere.  The solid 
portion of the earth is called Lithosphere. The large land masses are known as continents. All continents  lie in 
lithosphere . There are seven continents. Asia is the largest continent. Australia is the smallest continent. Australia is 
called an Island Continent. The part of the Earth which is covered with water is called Hydrosphere- The Pacific 
Ocean,  The Atlantic ocean, The Indian Ocean, The Southern Ocean and Arctic Ocean .The Pacific Ocean is the 
largest ocean. The earth is surrounded by a layer of gases called the atmosphere. There are five layers in the 
atmosphere .Biosphere is the narrow zone of contact between the land water and air . 
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A) Which continent is called Island continent ?    (             ) 
 
a) Asia   b) Europe    c ) North America    d ) Australia 

 
B) Which Ocean is the largest ocean in the world ?   (             ) 

 
a) Pacific Ocean   b ) Arctic Ocean   c) The Indian Ocean   d)The Atlantic Ocean  

 
C) What do we call the layer of gases ?     (             ) 

 
a) Atmosphere      b) Hydrosphere       c) Biosphere     d) None of the above 

  
D) Which of the following is the narrow zone of contact between land , water , and air (             ) 

 
a) Atmosphere      b) Hydrosphere       c) Biosphere     d) None of the above  

 
       E) I live in the largest continent. My continent is          (            ) 

            a) Pacific     b)   Asia        c)      Australia      d)     Europe    

Earthquakes are one of the most powerful events on the earth.  When large sections of underground rock break and 
move suddenly, an earthquake occurs.  This causes the ground to shake back and forth.  Small earthquakes do not 
cause much damage, but large ones do.  Some earthquakes have caused buildings and bridges to fall.  Others have 
caused rivers to change their paths.  Earthquakes near mountains and cliffs can cause landslides that cover up the 
houses and roads below.  If a large earthquake occurs under the ocean, it can cause giant waves which flood the 
seashore.  When large earthquakes occur in a city, there is danger of fire from broken gas lines and electric lines.  
Broken telephone lines and damaged roads make it difficult for rescue workers to help people who are in need.  
Scientists are trying to find ways to predict when an earthquake will happen so that people can be warned ahead of 
time. 

Answer the following questions:   

Choose the right option from the given answers: 

1. An earthquake occurs when                                       (       )  
a) Water level in the seas rise 
b) Fire breaks out 
c) Sections of underground rock break and move 
d) There are floods 

2.  Which statement is true?                     (        ) 
a) Large earthquakes do not cause much damage 
b) Small earthquakes do not cause much damage 
c) Earthquakes do not occur under the ocean 
d) Landslides are not the result of earthquakes. 

3.  Earthquakes do not result in            (        ) 
a) Flooding  
b) Landslides 
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c) Fire breaking out 
d) Fogging 

4.  Earthquake is a ____________                      (        ) 
a) Natural disaster 
b) Man-made disaster 
c) Both natural and man-made 
d) None of the above 

5.  Scientists are trying to find ways to predict earthquakes to keep people ______________   
       (         ) 
a) Warned ahead of time 
b) Why earthquakes happen 
c) How earthquakes happen 
d) None of the above 

II. Read the paper cutting on the missing person and write the correct option in the space provided against each 
question 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            
MISSING PERSON 
MPS # 12/7623 
CIRC #12/147(7/20) 
 
Name:  Natoya Stephens 
Description: Female, Black,29 Years of age,5’1 “.                    130 
lbs., medium build, dark complexion, black Hair, brown eyes. 
Clothing & Jewellery  : Unknown, Tattoo on hand(flower) 
Last Seen: At 1700 hours on 7/10/12 in the vicinity of 501 Lefferts 
Avenue # 5J in Brooklyn within the confines of the 71 Precinct. 
ANY INFORMATION: Contact nearest Police Officer or Missing 
Person Squad at 
Tel:212-694-7781/7782/7783 or 718-735-0501 
Det. Santos &Det. Coffey 71st Squad. 
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   6.The notice is about a ___________ person       (           ) 

      A ) A girl who is missing 

      b) A youth missing 

 c)A dark young lady missing 

 d) A dark young medium built adult missing 

      7. The missing person is           (          ) 

      a)  155 cm tall 

      b) 155 inches tall 

      c) 155 mm tall 

      d)  155 meters tall 

 

     8.   She can be further identified by her _________               (           ) 

     a)  clothing     b) a floral tattoo on hand      c  jewellery         d) shoes 

     9.  Which statement is true           (         ) 

   a)  The missing person belonged to Brooklyn 

   b)  The missing person visited Brooklyn 

   c)  The missing person visited Brooklyn but did not belong to Brooklyn 

   d)  Whether the missing person visited or belonged to Brooklyn is not clear 

  10.She was last seen at __________                 (           ) 

   a)  7 am      b) 7 pm     c) 5 pm       d) 5 am  

III Read the passage carefully and taking help from the Venn diagram and the text answer the questions 
given below 

Joe, Kim and Rob each got a lunch tray, went through the lunch line and sat together to eat these students all had 
same lunch menu, but each one ate what he or she liked. Joe ate chicken nuggets, green beans,apple sauce, and 
carrots. Rob ate chicken nuggets, green beans, a roll, and corn. Kim ate chicken nuggets, a roll, apple sauce and 
salad. 
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 11. What food did all three students eat?_________________________________________ 

 

 12. What did Joe and Rob eat that Kim did not? ____________________________________ 

 

 13.What did Joe and Kim eat that Rob did not? ____________________________________ 

 

 14. What did Kim and Rob eat that Joe did not? ____________________________________ 

15.What did Joe eat that no one else ate? _________________________________________ 

 

IV.  Once a great saint, Swamy Ramteerth, from our country India went to Japan. In Japan he was travelling by 
train. One day he was not finding any fresh fruit to eat. Those days he used to eat only fruits. The train stopped at a 
station. Nowhere he was able to find any fruit.  He remarked   loudly, “Fresh fruit are not available in Japan”. A 
Japanese youth was standing on the platform. Over hearing   Ramteerth’s remarks he went running and came back 
with a basket full of fresh fruit. Giving the fruits to Ramteerth he said,” Please take these fruit as you need them.” 
Swamiji   thought he was a fruit seller and asked him the cost of the fruit. The youth refused   to accept anything in 
return for the fruits. After repeated requests he said,” If you really want to pay for these fruits then do this. When 
you go back to India do not tell anyone that you do not get fresh fruit in Japan.” Swami Ramteerth was very 
impressed with the reply of this youth. With this small action he had increased the respect for his country. So, when 
we do something good our country’s reputation goes high. So, we should not do anything which spoils the 
reputation of our country. 

II)  ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS 

16. How can we increase the reputation of our country? 

1] by cheating others 2] by respecting others 3] by overhearing4] by getting fruit 

17.If basket is full of fresh fruit.  The library is ______________ 
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1] full of letters 2] full of benches 3] full of books 4] full of chairs 

18.  People of India are called Indians. People of Japan are _____________ 

1] Japanians 2] Japanese 3] Japese 4] Youth 

19. The Swami liked the youth because_____________________ 

1. he saved his country’s reputation  ] he gave Swami some fruit 3] he didn’t take money 4 4] he was young 

20. We must be careful about our school reputation 

Reputation means    1] work 2] respect 3] fruits 4] people 

 

V.MY FAVOURITE TV PROGRAMME 

Read the following text and complete the table below 

 

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  I Love Watching Glee. It’s definitely the 
best show on TV right now. It’s an American 
musical comedy series about the McKinley 
High School glee club and how the teacher 
Will Schuester fights to keep it going and   
bring it back to its former glory. Glee is now 
in the second season and has been 
nominated for five Golden Globes including 
Best Television Series in a Comedy. It airs on 
Fox on Tuesdays from (:00 to 10;00pm. 

I love The Vampire Diaries, an American 
supernatural drama-horror television series 
which airs on the CW Television Network. 
The series, now in the 2nd season, is about a 
small town in Virginia (Mystic Falls) that is 
haunted by supernatural beings. The shoe 
has won a people’s choice Award and 
seventeen choice Awards. It airs on 
Tuesday night at 8 pm. 

1. My Favourite TV programme is CSI 
Miami, an American crime-drama 
television series, which was first 
broadcast on September 23,2002, 0n 
CBS. The series is about crime scene 
investigation and is now in the ninth 
season. You can see it on Sundays at 
10 pm. The series has received 
several Awards, including the ACS 
Award s.  
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VI. What’s your house like? 

Anvitha studies in an international school. Today, in their English class students were asked to describe their 
homes. 
Anvitha: I live in a very big house. It is located on the top of a hill and it is 200 years old. It’s all made of 
stone which makes it quite dark and cold. It’s got some towers and a huge wooden front door with the family 
shield. There’s 
 a moat around it and a beautiful garden. My whole family from my grandparents to my uncles and cousins 
live here. 
Ruby: Back in Kerala in my hometown I live with my parents and my sister in a house with three bedrooms 
and a backyard. The house isn’t very big or very old, but it’s a bit noisy. The walls are so thin that we can 
hear our neighbours both on the right and on the left. It has two storeys and a garage in the basement. I find 
it quite nice although I think it’s not very interesting to live in a street where nine more houses look like mine. 
Ravi: I love my house although I’d rather not have so many neighbours all around telling me to turn down 
my stereo. I hate it when the lift breaks down and I have to walk up about 120 steps! The view is super 
though a garden and some peace and quiet would be nice, too, but I guess I’ll have to wait until my parents 
decide to move to the country side. 
Kavitha : My parents’ house is huge. It has a balcony full of flowers, where the family usually has breakfast. 
When it is very hot, which happens a lot in Goa. I spend some time in the swimming pool and around sunset. 
I like to play tennis with my brother. I think it’s a wonderful house because of all the open space around it. 
We can invite lots of friends to barbecues and parties. 
Choose the correct option and write the letter in the space provided. 

26.My house is big. 

a) Ruby   b). Ravi 
c.) Anvitha   d) Kavitha 

 
27.    I live in a castle. 
a) Ruby   c) Kavitha 
b) Ravi   d) Anvitha 

 
28. In my street all the houses are alike. 

a) Anvitha               b) Ravi 
c) Ruby                    d) Kavitha 

 
29. I live in a flat. 

a) Anvitha              b) Ruby 
b)  Ravi              d) Kavitha 

30. My house has got a garden. 
a) Ravi   b) Kavitha 
c) Ruby   d)  Anvitha 
d)  

VII. ME AND MY FAMILY 



 

Jane,14 

 

I live with my mother. I only see my father at weekends. They are separated. My father 
married again and now I have got a baby brother.

My relationship with my mother is quite good, but she is very protective and she is afraid 
of everything. I think she is a bit insecure about me.

My father is understanding but our relationship is not very close because we don’t spend 
much time together. 

Read the text and find out how these teenagers get along with their parents.

Peter, 13                       

 

My family is really great. My parents and my 
brother are very understanding and are 
always there when I need them. They are 
my best friends, so when I have a problem 
they are my advisers. We talk about 
everything. There are no taboos among us. 
At weekends we spend a lot of time 
together. I like discussing football with my 
father. He is an expert on the matter. 
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Mary, 12 

 

I don’t have a good relationship with my parents. 
They are too strict. They never accept my opinion. 
I think they are old- fashioned. During the week I 
almost never see my father and my mother is 
always busy. They don’t listen to my problems; 
they simply don’t have the time or the will to do 
so. They are too worried about their jobs and the 
only thing that matters to them is my marks at the 
end of the term. 

only see my father at weekends. They are separated. My father 

My relationship with my mother is quite good, but she is very protective and she is afraid 

My father is understanding but our relationship is not very close because we don’t spend 
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only thing that matters to them is my marks at the 
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Choose the best meaning of these words/ phrases according to the context 

31.‘My parents [….] are always there when I need them.” (Peter) [          ] 
a) My parents are always available to help. 
b) My parents are always at home to help. 
31. “ There are no taboos among us.” (Peter)   [             ] 
a) We can talk about anything we want. 
b) We are not allowed to talk about everything we want. 
33 .“ They are too strict.”  (Mary)    [          ] 
a) They are flexible enough. 
b) They are not flexible. 
34. “ The only thing that matters to them […]     (Mary)    [            ] 
a) They care about a lot of things. 
b) They care about nothing else. 
35.What/Who do these words refer to? 
a) They (Jane story)   _________________. 
b) Their (Mary story) __________________. 

VIII. The most famous building in Italy also famous worldwide for its unplanned tilt; is a bell tower.  It is located 
near a church in the city of Pisa.  It is The Leaning Tower of Pisa.  

A bell tower serves as part of a church. It announces the time; and calls people to weddings; calls people to worship 
and calls people to funerals.  There are seven bells in the Leaning Tower of Pisa.  The Largest bell weighs more than 
three thousand six hundred kg (nearly 8000 pounds)   

Construction began in 1173, when construction moved to the second floor in 1178, the tower 
began to tilt.  The tilt was due to bad design: only a three meters foundation, set in weak 
unstable subsoil.  Construction started and stopped three times because of wars.  The tower was 
finally completed in 1350.  It is one hundred eighty- five feet high and is made of white marble.  
Inside there are twin spiral staircases, with two hundred ninety- four steps; they start at the 
ground floor and take you up to the bell room.     

In 1990 the bells were removed and it was closed to the public.   People who lived near the tower had to leave their 
apartments and homes for safety reasons.  After a decade of reconstruction the tower was reopened to the public in 
2001.  It should be stable for another three hundred years.  

         36.Which of the statements is true      (         ) 

a) the tower is famous because it tilts. 
b)  A bell tower is a church  
c) The tower was built to tilt: to make it famous 
d) Weak soil and small foundation make it tilt.  

         37.How many years is a decade?      (           ) 

a)  20 years    
b) 100 years 
c) 50 years 
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d) 10 years 

        38.How long did the construction of the Tower take?     (          ) 

a)  Nearly one thousand years 
b)  Nearly one hundred years 
c) Nearly two hundred years 
d) Nearly one thousand three hundred fifty years. 

       39.Why was the Leaning Tower of Pisa built?      (           ) 

a) To call people for funerals 
b) To call people for weddings 
c) To call people to worship 
d) All of the above 

        40.The Tower is ________                 (            ) 

a) 185 m high, white marble and 6 floors 
b) 294m high, white marble and 7 floors 
c) 185 ft high, white marble and 8 floors 
d) 294 ft high, white marble and 8 floors  

IX.  Read the sentences and tick up the correct answer: 

41. One is hump-backed, one is toothless, one is half-blind, one is deaf, and the other has a defect in his speech. 
They are all great talkers, but I am the youngest of the family. 

The youngest of the family means he is the 

a. second son.     b. third son    c. fourth son      d. sixth son 

42. The barber replied ,”You do me an injury by calling me a chatterer. For everyone says, I am very quiet.” 

 In the opinion of the barber, others think of him as 

a. a talkative person   b. a quiet person     c. a blind person   d. a wise person 

43. He ground some fresh coconut, green chillies and garlic together. He added this paste and some salt to the 
cooking vegetables. 

 The paste added to the cooking vegetables was made o : 

a. ginger and garam masala      b. salt and ginger    c. coconut, green chillies and garlic    d. coconut and ginger 

44. Avial became famous all over Kerala and is now one of the dishes in a traditional Kerala feast. 

 A traditional Kerala feast includes this dish. 

a. pulihora   b. kheer    c. biriyani    d. avial 
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45. Rip’s constant companion was his dog , named Wolf. To avoid work, he would walk away into the forest 
with his dog. 

 Rip walked away into the forest to 

a. enjoy the beauty of the forest   b. look at the birds and animals 

c.  escape work                                  d. cut firewood 

46. Rip obeyed as he was trembling with fear. Since he was thirsty he drank a few more glasses and slowly fell 
into a deep sleep. 

 Rip drank more than one glass of drink because 

a. he was afraid    b. he liked the taste     c. he was thirsty    d. he wanted to sleep 

47. He does not bother to move two inches. 

      Much preferring to be extremely hard of hearing. 

Through these lines we understand that the frog is: 

a.         healthy         b. kind                   c. lazy                        d. tricky 

             strong                      helpful                           unable to hear                cunning 

48. ‘Happiness wa  hiding in the last tear ‘: The line means 

a.  After crying fully, sadness goes away and we feel happy     b. Happiness always hides.                      c. Tears 
always hide      d. To feel happy we should always cry 

49. What he loved was to pinch. He could make a big bruise appear in half a second. 

1. Half a second is 

a. longer than a minute                                  b. lesser than a second    

c. more than a second                                      d. more than an hour 

50.  Bruise in the context means : 

a. shake up     b. spoil    c. punish   d. blue and black mark 

 

Choose the correct option for the following analogies. ( 1 question) 

       1. Gold:goldsmith:: iron : ___________ .     

a. blacksmith 
b. coppersmith 
c. ironsmith 
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d. carpenter 

2.I am not ________ with the marks I got in Science.  

                   a. startled 
                   b. excited 
                   c. foolish 
                  d. satisfied 

3. By the time we went ________ the store was closed.  
a. their 
b. there 
c. Both a or b 
d. Neither a nor b 

4. The lion kept an eye on both his  
a. preys 
b. prays 
c. praise 
d. None of these 

5. Lucas and Cole both love baseball, this is a ____________ interest.  
a. unsual 
b. individual 
c. common 
d. none of these 

          Choose the correct homonym to give the meanings. (question 6) 
 

6. It means “to strike or hit with heavy blows”.  
It is also a term for a unit of weight.  

a. Penny 
b. Punch 
c. Pound 
d. Gram 

Choose the correct pronoun.  (questions 7-8) 

7. You know that as well as ________.  
a. me 
b. I 
c. we 
d. us 

8. ___________ has stolen my watch.  
a. Some 
b. Somebody 
c. None 
d. Anybody 

Choose the correct adjective.  (questions 9-12) 

9. Weekends are the  __________ part of my daily routine.  
a. best 
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b. least 
c. interesting 
d. freedom 

10. Our house is so ___________ that it looks like a cave.  
a. big 
b. modern  
c. ancient 
d. wide 

11. My grandmother is sick _________ I have to take her to a doctor.  
a. and 
b. but 
c. or  
d. so 

12. Amit investigated ________ the matter concerning his friend Santosh.  
a. in  
b. into  
c. of  
d. about 

 

 Choose the correct punctuation missing from the sentences. (questions 13-14) 

13. Sachins son is also a cricketer.  
a. dash 
b. apostrophe 
c. inverted commas 
d. semicolon 

14. Hurray we are going to Manali to enjoy our holidays. 
a. full  stop  
b. exclamation 
c. question mark 
d. colon 

15. It’s raining cats and dogs today. We will have to cancel our trip.  
a. It’s sunny 
b. Cats and dogs are playing in the rain 
c. It’s raining heavily 
d. It’s very warm 

Given below is a biscuit advertisement; answer the questions that follow.  
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16. Picture of a child is used in the advertisement because 
a. Easy to use the children. 
b. Children get impressed easily by watching. 
c. Biscuits are costly 
d. Biscuits are very healthy 

17. Why does the child love this biscuit so much?  
a. It’s tasty 
b. It’s cheap 
c. It’s glucose biscuit 
d. It’s healthy 

18. State the degree of comparison of the underlined word in the given sentence.  
India’s largest selling biscuit.  

a. Positive 
b. Comparative 
c. Superlative 
d. Highend 

19. Find the antonym of “selling”: 
a. Sold 
b. Sell 
c. Bought 
d. Buying  
 
 
 

I. THE CARPET 

The living room does not look good. It looks bad without a carpet. Priya and Vivek want to buy a carpet. They want 
to buy a carpet for their living room. They go to the shop. They look at the carpets. There are many colours. There 
are many sizes. Some have patterns. Some are plain. 
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 Priya likes a pink and purple carpet. It has dots. It has pink and purple dots. Vivek says no! He does not like the 
colour. He does not like the pattern. The pink and purple carpet is too big.  

Vivek likes a green and red carpet. It has stripes. It has green and red stripes. She does not like the colour. She does 
not like the pattern. The green and red carpet is too small.  

Priya and Vivek see a brown carpet. It does not have dots. It does not have stripes. It is plain. It is brown and plain. 
Vivek likes the brown carpet. Priya also likes the brown carpet. Priya and Vivek buy the brown carpet. The living 
room looks wonderful with the new carpet. 

 

20. Living room is also can be called as  
a) Bed room 
b) Drawing room 
c) Dining room 
d) Happy room 

21. The living room does not look good. Choose the best of the following reasons?  
a) Because the pink and purple carpet is too big. 
b) Because the green and red carpet is too small. 
c) Because there is no  carpet 
d) Because of the plain brown carpet. 

22. Which of the following sentences is correct? 
a) All carpets have patterns. 
b) All carpets have dots. 
c) All carpets are plain. 
d) All carpets are not liked by all. 
23. Which of the following sentences is NOT correct? 

a) Vivek liked a green and red carpet. 
b) Priya liked a pink and purple carpet . 
c) Priya and Vivek liked a brown carpet. 
d) Priya and Vivek did not like any carpet. 

 

24.  Which of the following did Priya and Vivek buy? 

a)  A carpet with geometrical patterns 

b)  A carpet with stripes 

c)  A carpet with no patterns 

d)  A carpet with dots 

. 
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 ADVERTISEMENT 

 

25. What is the purpose of this advertisement? 
a) To tell people about cooking pans 
b) To tell people about stars in the sky 
c) To tell people about a new brand LPG stove 
d) To tell people about choosing the right stove to save on gas consumption 

 
26.  What does the advertisement tell people about buying a new LPG stove? 
a) To buy a branded stove 
b) To buy at a new shop 
c) To buy a stove with a STAR LABEL 
d) To buy a stove with two burners 
27.  According to the advertisement, what does the Star Label stand for? 
a) Star Label is a brand name 
b) More stars stand for lesser gas consumption 
c) More stars stand for less savings 
d) Star Label stands for higher cost of the stove 
28.  Which of the following statements is right? 
a) All gas stoves have Star Labels 
b) All gas stoves do not  have Star Labels 
c) Gas stoves with Star Label can save gas 
d) Gas stoves with Star Labels  attract buyers 
29.  What would happen if one bought an LPG stove without a Star Label? 
a) The stove would not work properly 
b) The stove would be very expensive 
c) The stove would not look attractive 
d)  The stove would consume more gas 
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A CONVERSATION 

Read the following conversation to answer the given questions. 

Mr. Som: Is your school building well equipped to deal with disasters? 

Mr. Raghu: Oh! Yes, a disaster management team is constantly on the alert to deal with such situations. 

Mr. Som: What safety measures does it have in case of a fire? 

Mr. Raghu: We have a Hooter for alarming people and also have emergency exits. Moreover, two fire extinguishers 
are installed on every storey of the building.  

Mr. Som: How many of you are trained to use them in case of an emergency? 

Mr. Raghu: We are thankful to the fire service department personnel who frequently give demonstrations in our 
school campus and ensure that everyone is well trained.  

 

30. What is the topic of conversation between Mr. Som and Mr. Raghu? 
a) School management 

b)  Classroom management 

c)  Disaster management  

d)  Building reconstruction 

31.  What is there for alerting people in case of an emergency?  

a) A  team 

b)  A  hooter  

c) Trained people  

d) Fire extinguishers  

 

 

32. The safety measures that Mr. Som enquired are related to which disaster? 

a) Flood 

b) Fire    

c) Earthquake   
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d)  Tsunami 
33.  What are students expected to do when the Hooter is blown?  

a) Run outside blindly 

b)  Run fast and push others down 

c) Walk towards the  ememrgency exit gates or stairs calmly 

d) All the above 

34. Who have been giving demonstrations regarding Fire Safety in the school campus?  

a) School administration 

b)  Disaster management department 

c)  Fire service department 

d)  NGO 

A POSTER 

 

35. The above Poster tells about __________. 

a) Zebra crossing   

b)Traffic Signals    

c) Citizens’ Rights      

d) Child Rights 
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36. Poster Q-2:   seat belt must be used while driving a ______________ . 

 a)  Two wheeler 

 b) bus 

 c) Truck   

 d) Four wheeler 

 

37. Poster Q-3:   How should you cross a road?  

a) Cross the road anywhere by raising your hand. 
b)  Cross the road at the Traffic signal only. 
c) Run across the road between the vehicles. 
d) Cross the road anywhere by raising your hand. 

 

38. Poster Q-4:   What could be the hazard in using mobile phone while driving? 

a) Call drop         

 b) Phone damage    

 c) Driver’s attention diverted from the road 

d) Network unavailability  

 

39.  Poster Q-5: Which of the following is NOT a citizen’s responsibility? 

a) To obey traffic rules 

b) To maintain pollution-free vehicles 

c) To give alms to beggars at Traffic signals  

d) To help others in case of a road accident 

Interpreting the graph    

A flag is tied to a bamboo to measure the wind strength as shown below. 
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40 . Choose the correct order that shows the wind strength from the strongest to the weakest. 

a). 3, 4, 2, 1                                                  b). 3, 4, 1, 2                      

c). 3, 1, 4, 2                                                   d). 3, 2, 1, 4 

 

PICTURE  READING –V 

 

41. When  is the World Consumers Rights  Day  celebrated ?                     

          (a).On 12  march .                                                      (b)   On 2 march.                                                       

           (c).On 5 march                                                          (d). On 15 march. 

42. Who  issued  this advetisement  ?                                                      

(a). Ministry  of Consumers Affairs, Food and public Distribution .                              

     (b) Ministry of Food and Public Distribution.                                                       

    (c). Ministry of Consumers Affairs, Distribution.                

    d) .Ministry of Consumers Affairs.  

43. What  should  we  check  before  we  buy any  food  item  ?                

      (a).Check  MRP ,content and quality.           

     (b) Check  MRP . 
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     (c).Check the content.              

    (d). Check packing. 

 44. Who is called a consumer? 

  a. a broker 

  b. a seller 

  c. a businessman 

  d. a buyer 

a) Reading Passage –I 

b) Read the following passages carefully and answer the questions that follow by choosing the correct one 
among the given options.                             BOOKS 

In ancient times books were written by hand. Most of the book making in those days was  done by monks. 
They used to sit in their small cells and make copies of books. Their fingers grew stiff and their eyes got tired, 
but still they worked far into the night. 

After many years, an inventor from Belgium invented a printing press. With its help many copies of books 
could now be made in very little time. In the last 500 years, many improvements have been made in book 
printing and today thousands and millions of books can be printed very easily. 
 
45. Why were there a few books in ancient times?                           
(a). Monks were too tired to write.   (b). Books were only made in Belgium. 
(c). Books were written by hand.                (d). People had no patience. 
 
46. The monks wrote for many hours. What was the effect on them?    

   (a). Their books were beautiful.                 (b).They worked in the dark. 

(c). they didn’t prepare any books.        (d). their fingers and eyes grew tired. 
 
47. Which of the following is the best title for this passage?                 
(a). Books, Our Friends                                    ( b). Importance of Books 
(c). Invention of the Printing Press                 (d). Suffering of the Monks 

 

 

 

CHOOSE THE CORRECT ANSWER AND FILL IN THE BLANKS 

48. How .......does it take to get to the railway station from your house? 

a.far 

b.much 
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c.ofter 

d.long 

49.I.......... but my brother does not. 

A. like very much tennis 

B. tennis like very much 

C. like tennis very much 

D. very much tennis like 

50. Those shoes are very expensive........they? 

A. aren't 

B. are 

C. don't 

D. do 

50. Have you.........met a famous person? 

A. still 

B. ever 

C. only 

D. yet 
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READING UNIT : I 

Read the Invitation and answer the following: 

 
 

1. What is the party for? [ ] 

A) Birthday B) Picnic C) Christmas D) New Year 

2. What will you be doing at the party? [ ] 

A) dancing B) bowling C)singing D) eating sweets 

3. When is the party? [ ] 

A) 6 April B) 8 April C) 26 April D) 16 April 

4. What year was Matt born in? [ ] 

A) 1996 B) 1997 C) 1998 D) 1999 

5. You are allergic to cheese.  What should you do prior to the party? [ ] 

A) don‟t go B) eat it C) make a call D) go to doctor 

6. Which year is Matt entering on this Birthday? 

A) 16th year B) 14th year C) 15th year D) 10th year 
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Plants need sunlight and water to make their own food. You can do an experiment to test 
if this is true. Place a bucket over a patch of green grass. After a few days, lift the bucket. 
You will see that the grass is not as green anymore. If you leave the bucket in place for 
week, the grass will become very dull. This happens because the grass cannot make food 
in the dark. Remove the bucket. In a few days, the grass will start turning green again. 

READING UNIT :II 

 

7. What is the main point of this passage? [ ] 

A) Buckets make the grass dull B) Plants need sunlight 

C) Grass is not pretty when it‟s dull D) Plants need water 

8. What is an experiment? [ ] 

A) A way to grow grass B) A way to test an idea 

C) A way to use a bucket D) A book of rules 

9. What happens after a few days? [ ] 

A) The grass turns brown B) The grass turns yellow 

C) The grass becomes very dull. D) The grass is not as green. 

10. What is the opposite of dull? [ ] 

A) Bright B) Brown C) Sunlight D) Dark 

11. According to the passage, how long does it take for the grass to become dull?  [ ] 

A) A month B) A few days 

C) Seven days D) Ten Days 
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READING UNIT : III 

 
12) What do you mean by “SWACCH BHARATH”? [ ] 

A. safe drinking water for all citizens C. Good infrastructure for all people 

B. Litter free India D. Education for all 

13. The word “SWACHHAGRAHI” means - A person [ ] 

A) who works for social discrimination 

B) who actively participates in political rallies 

C) who practices rituals D) who works for cleanliness 
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Football 
The game of football is loved by people of all ages and all over the world. You 
might not find a single nation on the globe that does not have a passion for the 
game. On inquiry, people have stated that they have plenty of reasons to love the 
game; however, the topmost one is that it is simple to follow. Another factor in its 
favour is that you don‟t need to be young and rich to be able to afford to play this 
game. 

It can be played on any kind of playground or wasteland. Also, it requires no 
special equipment except for a football, of course! 

In fact, the game of football has changed the way people spend their leisure 
time. Every game played is covered by the media extensively. More and more 
countries have begun to invest large sums of money in the game as the returns on 
investment are fantastic. Consequently, footballers are paid unbelievable sums of 
money to represent their countries. 

14)  How can we use technology in swachh bharat mission? [ ] 

A) By using mobile app we can share damaged infrastructure to authorities 

B) By using latest technology we can recycle the garbage 

C) We can create awareness among masses D. All of the above 

READING UNIT: IV 
 

 
 

15. What do people like most about the game of football ?  [ ] 

A. It is easy to understand. 

B. It only needs a football. 

C. It can even be played on wasteland. 

D. It can make you rich. 
 

16. What is the meaning of “to have a passion for the game”?  [ ] 

A. A robust sense of tiredness 

B. A durable emotion 

C. A sturdiness and resilience 

D. A strong feeling of enthusiasm 
 

17. Football has changed the way people  .  [ ] 

A. Are passionate B. Play games 
C  Use their leisure time D. Socialize with one another 



 

READING UNIT: V 

Read the map and answer the questions

 

18. My home is to the  

A) East B) West 

19. I should pass through  
from home [ ] 

A) Park & Playground 

C) Park & Bakery 

READING UNIT: VI 
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Read the map and answer the questions 

 of the Hospital [ ] 

 C) North D) South 

 and  to reach my school 

 B) Park & Post office 

 D) Park & Hospital 

Read the Map and answer the questions

20. The Fire Engine should pass through
reach the burning house. [ ] 

A) Main street, Maple Street, Farm Road

B) Main street, Maple Street, Green park

C) Main street, Green road, Farm road 

D) Main street, Maple street, Green road

to reach my school 

Read the Map and answer the questions 

through  to 

Road 

park 

 

road 
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21. The Burning house is to the  of  Green Park [ ] 

A) Northeast B) Southeast 

C) Southwest D)Northwest 

READING UNIT: VII 
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22) We can prevent Dengue by stopping the spread of [ ] 
 

A) dengue fever   B) Aedes Mosquito 

C) House flies   D) Anopheles mosquito 

23) Dengue mosquito breeds in [ ]  

A) Stagnant water   B) Drainage water 

C) Green trees   D) Flower beds 

24) Dengue can be treated by    

A) Bed rest   B) Bed rest and Paracetamol 

C) Asprin   D) Exercise 

READING UNIT: VIII 
   

 
 
25. This poster is about: [ ] 

A) Types of oranges B) Children love oranges 

C) Oranges keep us fit D) Oranges have vitamin D 
 
 

26. Vitamin C [ ] 

A) Helps us to grow B) Helps us to get energy 

c) Helps in having healthy teeth D) Makes us strong 
 
 
 
 
 
 

27. Oranges are  [ ]  

A) Hard nuts 

C) Swollen roots 

 B) Juicy fruits 

D) Sour drinks 
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READING UNIT: IX 
 

 
 

READING UNIT: X 

 
 
28. “Eat more milk” in the poster means [ ] 

A) Eating chocolate is same as drinking milk 

B) Eating chocolate is not like drinking milk 

C) We should not eat chocolates 

D) We should not drink milk 
 
29. 1  Glasses of milk in every 6 bars of chocolate means: [ ] 

  

 
A) 1 Glasses of milk is there in every bar of chocolate 

  

 
B) 6 bars of chocolates contains 1Glass of milk 

 
C) Four bars of chocolate has 1 glasses of milk 
  

 
D) Four bars of chocolate has 1glass of milk 

 

Thursday dawned bright and sunny. Dawn and his sister Rose were strolling on the banks of the river. 
Rose found a badly soiled doll in the sand. She picked it up and took it home. She washed and cleaned it 
and found a tag saying, “as first impression is the best impression, so first applied lasting I smell”. Rose 
applied cream from the milk and, then took a strong-smelling jasmine, finally her favourite lavender 
cream and felt happy. 

 
30) Who was Dawn according to the narrator? [ ] 
A) Rose‟ father. 
B) Beginning of day. 
C) A boy 
D) Opposite of dusk. 

 
31) How did the doll smell in the end? [ ] 

A) Jasmine B) Milk C) Lavender D) Sand 
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It was her granny‟s 85th birthday. Elisha, Eliana, Ruben, Rima geared up for the 
celebrations. Eliana invited all other friends and relatives. She loved her granny very 
much. She wanted to make it a great and memorable day for Mrs.Winny. Mrs.Binny was 
her gran‟s best friend. She had no children. She gifted her with a bunch of roses which 
was her granny‟s favourite gift. All the grand and great grandchildren brought the things 
that she loved and made it a day for her. Mrs.Winny„s face was glowing with happiness. 

READING UNIT: XI 

 

32) Who was Mrs.Winny‟s Granddaughter? [ ] 
A) Elisha B) Eliana C) Ruben D) Rima 

33) Which sentence in the passage tells that Eliana was successful in making it a memorable 
day?  [ ] 

A) She loved her granny 

B) Mrs.Binny was her grans best friend who gifted with a bunch of roses 

C) All the grand and great grandchildren brought the things that she loved and made it a day for her. 

D) Roses were her granny‟s favourite flowers. 

34) Who do you think are Elisha, Ruben and Rima? [ ] 
 

A) They are the friends of Eliana 

B) Grandchildren of Mrs. Winny 

C) Grandchildren of Mrs. Binny 

D) They are great grandchildren of Mrs. Winny 
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READING UNIT: XII 

Read the information given in the box and choose the correct answer. 
 

  
Orbiter 

MOM (India) 
India‟s maiden 
attempt 

MAVEN (America) 
America‟s 15th attempt 

Nozomi (Japan)  

 Launch date 

Launch port 

Cost 

Nov- 03-2013 
 
Sriharikota 

450 million 

Nov-18-2013 
 
Cape Canaveral 

671 million 

July- 03- 1996 
 
Uchinoura 

848 million 

 

35. The table shows the details about [ ] 

A) Mars Orbit Mission. (MOM) B) Mars atmosphere Volatile Evolution Mission. 

C) Comparison among MOM vs MAVEN vs  NOZOMI. 

D) Comparison between India and America. 

36. The difference in the number of days between the launch date of MOM and MAVEN. [ ] 

A) 13 B)  12 C)  10 D) 15 

37. What is the name of MAVEN‟s launch port? [ ] 

A) Sriharikota B) Uchinoura 

C) Cape Canaveral D) None of the above 

38. Which country has completed its mission in first attempt? [ ] 

A) America B) India 

C) Japan D) None of the above 

39. Which country has spent the most money in its mission? [ ] 

A) Japan B) America 

C) India D) None of the above 
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READING UNIT XIII 

Read the map below and answer the questions: 

40. If the whales go 55degree N what will they 
hit? [ ] 

A) Rocks B) Boats 

C) sharks D) Aero planes 

41. Where is the coast guard station 
located? 

A) between 40 -50 degree N latitude 

B) between 150 -140 degree E longitude 

C) between 90-80 E degree longitude 

D) between 60 -50 N degree latitude 

42. The boats must cross which longitude lines to reach the sunken ship? 

A)80-100 degree E B) 100 -120 degree E C) 110-1130 degree E D) 120-140 degree E 

READING UNIT XIV 

Read the Pie Chart of Savita‟s expenditure from her salary given below and answer the questions: 
 

43. What percentage of Savita‟s salary is spent to go to her work? [
 ] 

A) 21% B) 16% C) 10% D) 8% 

44. What percentage of Savita‟s salary is spent for her 
children‟s school fees, uniform and books? [ ] 

A) 21% B) 10% C) 16% D) 8% 
 

45. Which expenditure is more than double her savings? [ ] 
 

A) Food B) Entertainment C) Transport D) Education 
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READING UNIT XV 

Read the graph given below and answer the questions: 

 

46. How many Birch Trees did 

they see? [ ] A) 5 B) 7 C) 8 D) 10 

47. Which tree did they see the least? [ ] 
A) Evergreen B) Pine C) Oak D) Cedar 

 
48. Which tree did he count 7 of [ ] 
A) Oak B) Birch C)  Cedar D) Pine 

 
49. What was the second most frequent tree? [ ] 
A) Pine B) Evergreen C) Cedar D) Birch 

 
50. How many Cedar and Pine trees did he count 

altogether? [ ] A) 21 B)  17 C) 18 D) 16 


